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It is shown that a continuous operator T: A’ + X on a uniformly convex Banach 
space satisfies the Daugavet equation IIf+ TII = 1 + 11 TI/ if and only if the norm I/ T/I 
of the operator lies in the spectrum of T. Specializing this result to compact 
operators, we see that a compact operator on a uniformly convex Banach space 
satisfies the Daugavet equation if and only if its norm is an eigenvalue. The latter 
conclusion is in sharp contrast with the standard facts on the Daugavet equation 
for the spaces L,(p) and L,(p). A discussion of the Daugavet property in the latter 
spaces is also included in the paper. 6 1991 Acadcmc Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We start with a formal definition. 
DEFINITION 1.1. A continuous operator T: X + X on a Banach space is 
said to satisfy the Daugavet equation whenever 
III+ TII = 1 + II TII, 
where Z is the identity operator on X. 
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This property of an operator, apart from being interesting in its own 
right, arises naturally in problems dealing with best approximations in 
function spaces. It is a remarkable fact that if T is a compact operator on 
an atomless L,(p)-space or on an atomless L, (p)-space, then the operator 
T satisfies the Daugavet equation. The purpose of this paper is to 
investigate operators on uniformly convex Banach spaces (in particular, on 
L,-spaces for 1 < p < cc ) which satisfy the Daugavet equation. Our main 
result (Theorem 2.2) asserts that for a continuous operator T on an 
arbitrary uniformly convex Banach space the validity of the Daugavet 
equation is equivalent to saying that the norm /I TII of the operator is in the 
approximate point spectrum of T. This result is in sharp contrast to all the 
results on the Daugavet equation previously known. We remind the reader 
that (as the very name of the equation suggests) the first person to study 
the equation llZ+ TII = 1 + /I TIl was I. K. Daugavet. Indeed, in 1963 he 
proved in [6] that every compact operator T: C[O, l] + C[O, l] satisfies 
the equation l/Z+ TII = 1 + /I TII. In 1965 C. Foias and I. Singer [S] 
extended Daugavet’s result to arbitrary atomless C(K)-spaces and to 
several classes of operators (including the weakly compact ones) while 
G. Y. Lozanovskii [15] established that compact operators on L,[O; l] 
satisfy the Daugavet equation. In 1981 V. F. Babenko and S. A. Pichugov 
[4] rediscovered Lozanovskii’s result and they-and others-indicated how 
to apply it to the best approximation problem in function spaces. In sum: 
From the works of I. K. Daugavet [6], C. Foias and I. Singer [S], G. Y. 
Lozanovskii [15], M. A. Krasnoselskii [13], V. F. Babenko and S. A. 
Pichugov [4], J. R. Holub [9, lo], H. Kamowitz [ 111, P. Chauveheid [S], 
Y. A. Abramovich [l], and K. Schmidt [19], we have the following basic 
result. 
THEOREM 1.2. If E is an arbitrary atomless AL- or AM-space, then every 
weakly compact operator T: E -+ E satisfies the Daugavet equation. 
A brief but rather comprehensive survey on the history and development 
of the Daugavet equation will appear in [Z]. In a contrast with 
Theorem 1.2 (i.e., roughly speaking, with the case of atomless L,(p)- and 
C(K)-spaces) our main result shows that the intrinsic nature of the 
Daugavet equation on L,-spaces for 1 < p < cc is drastically different from 
the boundary cases+orresponding to p = 1 and p = co. 
On the other hand, it is worth pointing out that there exist Banach 
lattices other than the atomless AL- and AM-spaces on which each com- 
pact operator satisfies the Daugavet equation. We refer to [2], where 
several new classes of Banach spaces can be found on which each compact 
(even each weakly compact) operator satisfies the Daugavet equation. 
For completeness, we mention also a curious result which is closely 
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related to the Daugavet equation. This result is proved in [ 1, 191 and it is 
an extension of a corresponding interesting result of J. R. Holub [9] 
proved for C[O, 11. 
THEOREM 1.3. If E is an AL- or an AM-space and T: E + E is a 
continuous operator, then there exists a sign 0 (i.e., ~9 E { - 1, 1 }) such that 
III+ OTll = 1 + I/TII. 
For terminology and notation, we follow [3]. Throughout this work the 
letter I will be used exclusively to denote the identity operator on the space 
under consideration; the word “operator” will be synonymous with “linear 
operator.” 
Recall that a Banach space X is said to be uniformly convex whenever for 
each O<E ~2 there exists some O< 6 < 1 such that llxli d 1, II yll d 1, 
and IIx- yll >E imply 114(x+ y)Il < l-6. From this definition, it 
should be immediate that in a uniformly convex space the relations 
llxnll d 1 and Ily,II < 1 for all n and lim,,, [1$(x,, + y,)II = 1 imply 
lim, ~+ 3c 11x, - y,ll = 0. For a complete discussion of uniform convexity see 
[7; 12, pp. 353-3601. 
2. THE DAUGAVET EQUATION 
As noted in the introduction, every compact operator on L,[O, l] 
satisfies the Daugavet equation. But as we shall see, a compact operator on 
an L,-space with 1 < p < cc need not satisfy the Daugavet equation. In this 
section, among other things, we characterize the compact operators on 
L,-spaces for 1 < p < GO that satisfy the Daugavet equation. We start our 
discussion with a simple observation. 
LEMMA 2.1. Two vectors u and v in a normed space satisfy IIu + VII = 
Ilull +llvll ifand only if(lau+~vl/=ol [lull +p llvll holdsfor afla,B>O. 
In particular, a continuous operator T: X -+ X on a Banach space satisfies 
the Daugavet equation tf and only if the operator crT likewise satisfies the 
Daugavet equation for each c( 2 0. 
Proof Let two vectors u and v in a normed vector space satisfy 
I/U + u/I = Ilull + I/v// and let c(, /I 20. By the symmetry of the situation, we 
can assume that cr> B>O. Now note that 
ll~u+Bull= II4u+u)-(~-m4I a@ Ilu+vll -(cI-bP) Ilull 
=4IIuIl + Il4- (a-/o Ilull =a II4 +s 11417 
and the desired equality llclu + j?vll = c( Ilull + /3 llvll follows. 1 
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Recall that a complex number i belongs to the approximate point 
spectrum of an operator T if there exists a sequence of vectors ix,,> with 
IIx,II = 1 for each IZ, and such that lim, - ~ 11 TX,, - j.x,ll = 0. The boundary 
of the spectrum is contained in the approximate point spectrum of an 
operator. Therefore, the approximate point spectrum of a continuous 
operator on a complex Banach space is always non-empty. Surprisingly, on 
a uniformly convex Banach space, the condition that the norm of the 
operator lie in the spectrum of the operator characterizes the operators 
that satisfy the Daugavet equation. This is the main result of the paper, 
which we are now ready to prove. 
THEOREM 2.2. If X is a uniformly convex Banach space, then a con- 
tinuous operator T: X+ A’ satisfies the Daugavet equation III+ TIJ = 1 + II T/I 
if and only if its norm II TII lies in the approximate point spectrum of T. 
Proof: Let lITI be in the approximate point spectrum of an operator 
T: X+ X, where X is an arbitrary Banach space not necessarily uniformly 
convex. Pick a sequence {x,,) of unit vectors such that 
lim I/ II TII x, - Tx,~]~ = 0. 
n - m 
Now note that 
III+ TII 3 lItI+ T) x,/I 
2 lb, + II TII x, iI - II II TII x,, - TX, II 
= 1 + II TII - I/ II TII x,, - TX, /I . 
Therefore, by taking limits, we see that 1 + II TII 3 III+ TI( 3 1 + /I T(I, and so 
T satisfies the Daugavet equation. 
For the converse, assume that a non-zero continuous operator T on a 
uniformly convex Banach space X satisfies the Daugavet equation. By 
Lemma 2.1, we know that the operator S = T/l/ TII (whose norm is equal to 
one) also satisfies the Daugavet equation, i.e., 
1/z+ SI( = sup Ilx+ Sxll = 1 + [ISI/ = 2. 
11~11 = I 
Thus, there exists a sequence of vectors (x,,) with Ilxnjl = I for each n, and 
such that 
lim 11x, + Sx,I/ = 2. 
?I-* 
This implies lim,, ;c ]]~(SX,~ +x,)11 = I, and since the Banach space X 
is uniformly convex, we infer that lim,,, r [lSx,- x,~// = 0. That is, 
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lim, + m II (Till TII ) X, - x, II = 0, or lim, _ o. I/ TX, - /I TII x, /) = 0, which 
shows that (IT/I is in the approximate point spectrum of T. 1 
There is a concept that is dual to uniform convexity. A Banach space 
is said to be uniformly smooth whenever for each E > 0 there exists some 
6 >O such that llxil b 1, II yll 3 1, and I/x- yI1 < 6 imply /lx+ yll L 
I/XII + II yll -E 11x - yll. A Banach space is uniformly smooth (respectively, 
uniformly convex) if and only if its norm dual is uniformly convex 
(respectively, uniformly smooth). Also, a Banach space is uniformly 
smooth if and only if its norm is uniformly strongly differentiable; see 
[12, pp. 363-3661. 
If the norm of an operator belongs to the spectrum, then the norm must 
belong to the boundary of the spectrum. However, the boundary of the 
spectrum consists of points of the approximate point spectrum. Therefore, 
the norm of an operator lies in the spectrum if and only if it lies in the 
approximate point spectrum. On the other hand, an operator satisfies the 
Daugavet equation if and only if its adjoint likewise satisfies the Daugavet 
equation. Since the spectrum of an operator is the same as that of its 
adjoint, by the above discussion, we also have the following companion to 
Theorem 2.2. 
THEOREM 2.3. A continuous operator T on a uniformly smooth Banach 
space satisfies the Daugavet equation if and only if its norm 11 TI/ lies in the 
approximate point spectrum of T. 
Recall that the non-zero points of the spectrum of a compact operator 
on a Banach space are eigenvalues. Therefore, the condition that the norm 
of the operator be an eigenvalue characterizes the compact operators that 
satisfy the Daugavet equation. 
COROLLARY 2.4. A compact operator T on a uniformly convex (or a 
uniformly smooth) Banach space satisfies the Daugavet equation if and only 
if its norm II Tlj is an eigenvalue of T. 
It is well known that every L,-space with 1 < p < cc is a uniformly 
convex Banach space. Therefore, we have a characterization of the compact 
operators that satisfy the Daugavet equation on L,-spaces for 1 < p < CO. 
This is drastically different from the cases p = 1 and p = co, where in the 
atomless case every compact operator satisfies the Daugavet equation. 
COROLLARY 2.5. A compact operator T: L,(p) + Lp(p) (1 <p < CO) 
satisfies the Daugavet equation if and only if its norm II TII is an eigenvalue 
of T. 
It should be observed that the ideas based on interpolation do not apply 
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for the Daugavet equation. Consider the simplest non-trivial rank-one 
operator T acting on all the L,[O, l] spaces simultaneously, given by 
T=f‘Og, 
where f and g are bounded measurable functions. Then, the rank-one 
operator T is compact and therefore, it satisfies the Daugavet equation in 
both L,[O, l] and L,[O, 11, i.e., 
IHI+ TII I= 1 + II TII I and lI~+TIl,.=~+IITII,. 
If the functionsfand g satisfy (f, g) = j fg dp = 0, then the operator T has 
no non-zero eigenvalue and hence, for 1 < p < cc the operator T does not 
satisfy the Daugavet equation on L,[O, 11. 
We continue with one more application of Theorem 2.2. 
THEOREM 2.6. Assume that a continuous operator T: X-+X on a 
uniformly convex (or a uniformly smooth) Banach space satisfies the 
Daugavet equation and let f(A) = C,Kl, a,l” be a series such that a,, 2 0 
holds for each n > 0. If f( II Tll) < 00, then the continuous operator f(T) 
satisfies the Daugavet equation and /I f( T)I/ = f( II T/I ) holds, i.e., we have 
lll+f(T)ll = 1 + lIf(T)l/ = 1 +f(llTll). 
In particular, we have the following consequences: 
(1) For each n = 0, 1, 2, . . . the continuous operator T” satisfies the 
Daugavet equation and IIT”/ = jlTl1” holds, i.e., III+ T”li = 1 + IIT” = 
1 + II TII”. 
(2) Zf a polynomial p(j”)=a,+a,A+ ... +a,,3.” satisfies ai for 
each 0 < id n, then the operator p(T) satisfies the Daugavet equation and 
II PC T)ll = P( II TII ). 
(3) For each CI 20 the continuous operator eXT satisfies the Daugavet 
equation and lleX711 = ez’In’ holds. 
Proof: Assume that the Banach space X, the continuous operator 
T: X-t X, and the function f(A) satisfy the hypotheses of our theorem. By 
Theorems 2.2 and 2.3, we know that there exists a sequence {x,} of unit 
vectors of X such that lim, _ r /I TX, - II TII x, 11 = 0. Using the identity 
Tk+‘x,- lITIlk+’ x, = T(Tkx,, - II TIIk x,) + II TII k (TX,, - II Tll x,,) 
and an easy inductive argument, we see that 
lim I/ Tkx, - 11 Tllk x,/l = 0 
n-cc 
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holds for each k = 0, 1, 2, . . . . Next, we claim that 
lim Ilf(T)x,-f(IITll)x,ll =O. n-rm 
To see this, let E > 0. Fix some m such that C,??,, + , ai II T/I ’ < E and then 
pick some ~~ such that x7=“=, ai 11 T’x, - 11 T/I ’ x, II < E holds for all n 2 n,. 
Therefore, for n 2 n,, we have 
/If~~~~,-f~II~ll~~,ll 
< t Qj (IT’xn- IITIliXnll + f ai IITixn- lITIIiXnll 
i=o i=m+l 
GE+ f ai IITJI’+ f a; II TII ’ < 36 
i=m+l i=m+l 
which shows that lim,, m Ilf( T) x, - f( II TII ) x, II = 0. Consequently, the 
real number f( II TI( ) lies in the approximate point spectrum off(T). Since 
Ilf( T) II < f( II TII ) and the spectrum of f( 7’) lies inside the closed disk with 
center at zero and radius Ilf( T)ll, we infer that I/j”(T) 11 = f( I/ TII ) must hold. 
By Theorems 2.2 and 2.3, we conclude that the operator f( T) satisfies the 
Daugavet equation. 1 
We continue our discussion with a characterization of the Daugavet 
equation for compact operators acting on locally uniformly convex Banach 
spaces. Recall that a Banach space X is said to be locally uniformly convex 
whenever for each XE X with llxll = 1 and each 0 <E< 2 there exists 
some 0 < 6 < 1 (depending upon E and x) such that y E X, 11 yll < 1, and 
11x- yll 2s imply II&(x+ y)II < l-6. Note that in a locally uniformly con- 
vex Banach space IIx,II d 1 for all n, llxll = 1 and lim,,, Ilf(~,,+x)Il = 1 
imply lim, _ ot [Ix, -xl/ = 0. 
THEOREM 2.7. A compact operator T: X + X on a locally uniformly 
convex Banach space satisfies the Daugavet equation if and only if its norm 
IITII is an eigenvalue of T. 
Proof Let T: X+ X be a compact operator on a locally uniformly 
convex Banach space. If II TII is an eigenvalue of T, then clearly \(I+ TII = 
1 + II TII. 
For the converse, assume that T satisfies the Daugavet equation. By 
Lemma 2.1, we know that the compact operator S= T/I/T11 also satisfies 
the Daugavet equation, i.e., 
sup /Ix + SXII = 1 + IIS/ = 2. 
II-\-II =1 
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Pick a sequence (x,} of unit vectors of X such that 
lim 11x, + Sx,II = 2. (*I n-r 
Using the compactness of S (and passing to a subsequence if necessary), we 
can assume that lim, _ cc IISx,, - xl/ = 0 holds for some x E X. From 
II-%+ %/I d lkll + II~x,II = 1 + lISx,ll d 1 + 1 = 2 
and (*), we infer that I/XII = lim, - m IISx,ll = 1. Also, from the inequality 
llx, + Sx,lI - IISX, - XII 6 llx, + xll < 2, 
we see that lim,,, /Ixn+xII=2, or lim,,, Ili(x,+x)I/=l. So, by the 
local uniform convexity of X, we conclude that lim,, o. [Ix, -xl/ = 0. 
Hence, lim, _ a, II Sx, - Sxll = 0, and so Sx= x, or (T/Ii Tl/)x = x. Thus, 
TX = II TII x holds, which shows that [I T/I is an eigenvalue of T. 1 
Finally, we close this section by presenting an example which shows that 
our main result (Theorem 2.2) is not valid for locally uniformly convex 
Banach spaces. 
EXAMPLE 2.8. Fix a sequence {pn} of real numbers such that 2 3 p, > 
p2> ... >l and lim,,, pn = 1; for instance let pn = 1 + l/n. For each n 
let X, = li., i.e., let X,= !R2 equipped with the lpn-norm 11(x, y)IIPn= 
( 1x1 Pn + I yl pn)l’pn. Clearly, X,, is a uniformly convex (and hence a reflexive) 
Banach lattice. Let u, = (1,0) and u, = (0, 1) for each n and note that 
/IKllpn = l1411p, = 1 and I/u, + u II = 21ipn. n Pn 
Also, for each n consider the positive operator T,: X, + X, defined by 
Tn(x> Y) = (Y, 0). 
Observe that T,,(u,) = 0, T,(u,) = u, and 11 T,ll = 1 for each n. 
Next, consider the Banach lattice X=(X,@X,@ . . )2, i.e., X is the 
I,-sum of the sequence of Banach lattices {Xn}, and define the positive 
operator T: X + X by 
T(x,, x2, . ..)= (T,x,, T,x,, . ..). 
The desired conclusions will follow from the following properties. 
1. The Banach lattice X is rejlexiue, fails to be uniformly convex, but 
is locally uniforinly convex. 
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The reflexivity of X follows from the identity 
X”=(X;‘@X;‘@ ...)z=(xl@xz@ . ..)z. 
see [3, pp. 176-178). 
To see that X is not uniformly convex, note that if 
x, = (0, . . . . 0, u,, 0, . ..) and Y, = (0, ..., 0, u,, 0, . ..). (**) 
where the vectors U, and u, occupy the nth positions, then IJx,IJz = 
11 y,, /I 2 = 1 for each n, 
and 
Therefore, X is not uniformly convex. 
The local uniform convexity of X follows from the well-known fact that 
the I,-sum of a sequence of locally uniformly convex Banach spaces is 
locally uniformly convex; see [14]. 
2. The operator T satisfies the Daugavet equation. 
If x = (Xi, x2, . . . ) E X satisfies lixll z < 1, then note that 
and so (I TI/ < 1. On the other hand, if y,, is the vector defined in (**), then 
and so II T/I > 1. Hence, 11 TII = 1 holds. 
Similarly, if Z,,: A’,, + A’, denotes the identity operator on A’,,, then note 
that 
Ill+ TII 3 lItI+ T) ~A12 = lItIn + T,,) u,llp, 
= Ilu, + T,,u,lI,. = llu, + z4,11p, = 2’lPn. 
From lim, _ v;I 2’lpn = 2, we infer that llZ+ TII = 2, and so T satisfies the 
Daugavet equation, 
3. The norm IITJI = 1 does not belong to the approximate point 
spectrum of T. 
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Since T2 = 0, the operator T is nilpotent and so a(T) = (0). Hence, )I T(/ 
does not belong to the approximate point spectrum of T. A direct proof 
goes as follows. 
Start by observing that for each 1 6 p d 2 and each CI, fl3 0, we have the 
inequality 
(a + /?)” + /?” d 5(aP + BP). 
Now let x = (x1, x2, . ..) E X (where xi = (cci, /Ii) E Xi) satisfy IIxI/~ = 1. 
Clearly, 
and so 
TX= (T,x,, T,x,, 
(ITx-x/l:= f 
,=I 
From the inequalities 
ic 
. ..) = ((rc,, Oh (B2, 01, . ..). 
(Itxi-fii~p’+ lp;l”y’“! 
1 = llxll: = c (Jcl;lP~ + l/I;1 P,)2’P, 
i= 1 
G f C(lai-Pil + lBil)“‘+ IBilp’12’p’ 
i= 1 
< f 52’7 lcli - pi1 PI + @,I p,)2’pJ 
I=1 
<25 f (Iui-j3;lp’+ lB,lp’)2’p’=25 IITx-XII;, 
i= I 
we see that IITx -xii2 2 i holds for all XEX with /IxI12= 1. The latter 
implies that the norm I\ TII = 1 does not belong to the approximate point 
spectrum of the operator T. 1 
3. THE DAUGAVET PROPERTY 
Theorem 1.2 informs us that there exist Banach spaces on with every 
weakly compact operator satisfies the Daugavet equation. Banach spaces 
which satisfy this property will be referred to as Banach spaces with the 
Daugavet property. The following definition formally introduces the class 
of Banach spaces with this property. 
DEFINITION 3.1. A Banach space is said to satisfy the Daugauet property 
whenever every weakly compact operator on the space satisfies the 
Daugavet equation. 
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Clearly, a Banach space satisfies the Daugavet property if and only if its 
norm dual satisfies the Daugavet property. It follows from Corollary 2.5 
that L,-spaces for 1 < p < cc do not satisfy the Daugavet property. 
However, for p = 1 or p = cc the atomless L,(,u)-spaces and the atomless 
L,(p)-spaces satisfy the Daugavet property. Since this result is so different 
from the case 1 < p < co, we believe that it is useful to present a detailed 
proof of this result based upon the lattice structures of the spaces involved. 
So, our discussion will be focused upon proving the following result 
which (to avoid some technical details) is a slightly weaker version of 
Theorem 1.2. 
THEOREM 3.2. Atomless AL-spaces and atomless Dedekind complete 
AM-spaces with units satisfy the Daugavet property. 
The reader should keep in mind that an arbitrary AM-space with unit is 
lattice isometric to a concrete Banach lattice of the form C(Q), where Q is 
a (unique up to a homeomorphism) Hausdorff compact topological space. 
As well, an AL-space is lattice isometric to a concrete L,(p)-space-which 
implies immediately that every AL-space has order continuous norm; for 
details see [3, pp. 192-1957. 
In order to prove Theorem 3.2, we need to collect some scattered results 
from the theory of Banach lattices. The results will be presented in the form 
of lemmas. 
We start our discussion with the modulus of an order bounded operator. 
If T: E + F is an order bounded operator between two Riesz spaces with 
F Dedekind complete, then the formula 
ITI (x)=sup{lTyl: yEEand lyldx}, XEE+, 
defines a positive operator, called the modulus of T. It turns out that 
1 TI = T v ( - T) holds in the Dedekind complete Riesz space Yb( E, F) of all 
order bounded operators from E into F, see [3, Theorem 1.10, p. 91. If E 
and Fare also Banach lattices, then Y’(E, F) under the r-norm (defined by 
)ITlj.= 11 JT( 11) is a Banach lattice; see [3, Theorem 15.2, p. 2481. (In 
general, the operator norm and r-norm of an operator T do not coincide. 
However, we always have the inequality II TII < /I TII r = I/ ( TI (I .) 
It is important to keep in mind that if either E is an AL-space 
or F is a Dedekind complete AM-space with unit, then every continuous 
operator T: E + F is order bounded-and hence, its modulus exists; see 
[ 3, pp. 248-2491. 
Our starting point is that for a continuous operator on an AL- or an 
AM-space the operator and r-norms coincide; see [17, Theorem IV 1.5, 
p. 2321. 
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LEMMA 3.3. If E is either an AL-space or a Dedekind complete AM- 
space with unit, then the operator norm and the r-norm of an arbitrary 
continuous operator T: E -+ E coincide, i.e., I/ TII = 11  TI /( holds. 
The validity of the Daugavet property is related to the absence of atoms 
in the spaces under consideration. Let us assume that E = C(Q), where Q 
is a Hausdorff compact topological space, and let us consider the case 
when Q has an isolated point, say q,,. Then, it is easy to check that the 
multiplication operator T: C(Q) -+ C(Q), defined by 
is weakly compact and satisfies ljZ+ TlI = 1 < 2 = 1 + II TII. So, in this case, 
C(Q) fails to satisfy the Daugavet property. As we shall see, this failure is 
due to the presence of “atoms” in the Riesz spaces. 
Recall that a positive element u in a Riesz space is said to be an atom 
whenever O~xdu, Ody<u, and XA y=O imply x=0 or y=O. In 
Archimedean Riesz spaces, a positive element u is an atom if and only if the 
ideal generated by u coincides with the vector subspace generated by u; see 
[16, pp. 14551481. 
The relevant information concerning atoms in AM- and AL-spaces is 
included in the next lemma, whose straightforward proof is omitted. 
LEMMA 3.4. The Riesz space C(Q), where Q is a Hausdorff compact 
topological space, has an atom if and only tf Q has an isolated point. 
Similarly, the Riesz space L,(u) has an atom if and only tf the measure u has 
atoms. 
Our next lemma describes two duality properties of atomless Banach 
lattices. 
LEMMA 3.5. For a Banach lattice E the following statements hold: 
1. If E has order continuous norm and is atomless, then its norm dual 
E’ is likewise an atomless Banach lattice. 
2. If E’ is atomless, then E itself is atomless. 
Proof. (1) Let E be an atomless Banach lattice with order continuous 
norm and assume by way of contradiction that E’ has an atom, say 
0 < rj E E’. So, whenever some $ E E’ satisfies 0 < I,$ d 4, there exists some 
constant ,I 3 0 such that ti = @. 
Start by observing that (by the order continuity of the norm of E) the 
linear functional 4 is order continuous and so its null ideal N, = 
(x~E:r$(lxl)=Ol, is a band-and, of course, we have E=N,@N$= 
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N, 0 C,. The assumption 4 > 0 implies C, # (0). Thus, there exists some 
0 < u E C,. We claim that u is an atom of E. 
To see this, let O<xd u and 0 6 ~61.4 satisfy x A y=O. We shall show 
that y=O. Let P, denote the band projection of E onto the band B, 
generated by x in E. Clearly, d 0 P, E E’ and 0 < 4 0 P, < 6 hold. So, there 
exists some J.2 0 such that 4 0 P, = 24. From 0 < b(x) = 4 0 P,(x) = n&x), 
we infer that I = 1 and so 4 = 4 0 P, holds. Consequently, d(y) = 
4 0 P,(y) = d(O) = 0, and by the strict positivity of 4 on its carrier C,, we 
see that y=O. Hence, u is an atom of E, which contradicts our hypothesis. 
The above show that E’ is an atomless Banach lattice, as claimed. 
(2) Now let E’ be atomless and assume by way of contradiction that 
some vector 0 < UE E is an atom. Then, the vector subspace B= 
(Au: ,I E %} = %u is a projection band of E [ 16, Theorem 26.4, p. 1471. So, 
if A = Bd, then E = A 0 B holds. (Both bands A and B are, of course, closed 
vector subspaces.) It easily follows that E is topologically and lattice 
isomorphic to the Banach lattice A 0 93, and so E’ is lattice isomorphic to 
A’ @I ‘93. Since A’ 0 93 has atoms, we see that E’ likewise has atoms, which 
is a contradiction. Hence E must be an atomless Banach lattice, as 
desired. # 
In connection with part (1) of the preceding lemma, it should be noted 
that the norm dual of an arbitrary atomless Banach lattice need not be 
atomless. For instance, the Banach lattice E = C[O, l] is atomless while its 
norm dual has atoms-very Dirac measure 6, is an atom of E’. 
The next lemma deals with weakly compact multiplication operators on 
an AM-space with unit. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let Q be a Hausdorff compact topological space and let 
a E C(Q). If the multiplication operator T,: C(Q) + C(Q), defined by 
T,(x) = ux, is weakly compact, then the function u vanishes at every 
accumulation point of Q. 
In particular, if Q does not have isolated points, then the only weakly 
compact multiplication operator on C(Q) is the zero operator. 
Proof Assume that Q is a Hausdorff compact topological space and let 
u E C(Q) be such that the multiplication operator T,: C(Q) + C(Q), 
defined by T,(x) = ux, is weakly compact. Also, let qO be an accumulation 
point of Q. 
Assume by way of contradiction that u(q,) # 0 holds. Then, there exists 
an open neighborhood V of qO and some E > 0 such that [u(q)1 k E holds for 
all q E V. Put Sz = p and consider T, as a multiplication operator from 
C(n) into C(n). Since (by the Tietze extension theorem) the functions of 
C(a) are the restrictions of the functions of C(Q) to Sz, we see that 
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T,: C(O) -+ C(sZ) is also a weakly compact operator. (Note that the weak 
compactness of the operator T,: C(Q) + C(Q) is equivalent to saying that 
for every norm bounded sequence {f,,} of C(Q) there exist a subsequence 
(8,) of (fn} and some ge C(Q) such that cc(q) g,,(q) + g(q) holds for each 
4EQ.J 
Now note that since the function M does not vanish at any point of Q, 
the identity operator I: C(s2) -+ C(n) must be a weakly compact operator, 
and so C(sZ) is a reflexive Banach lattice. The latter implies that Sz is a 
finite set. Consequently, qO is not an accumulation point, which is a 
contradiction. Therefore, cc(q,) = 0 must hold, as claimed. [ 
Two classes of operators that satisfy the Daugavet equation are presen- 
ted in the next lemma. 
LEMMA 3.7. Let E be either an AL-space or a Dedekind complete AM- 
space with unit and let T: E -+ E be a continuous operator. If T is either 
(a) positive, or 
(b) disjoint from the identity, 
then it satisfies the Daugavet equation. 
Proof Assume first that E = C(Q) is a Dedekind complete AM-space 
with unit e. If T is positive, then note that 
III+ Tll = 11 II+ TI ell = lie + Tell 
= sup [ 1 + Te(q)] = 1 + sup Te(q) = 1 + II Tell = 1 + /I T/I. 
YEQ 4eQ 
If T is disjoint from the identity, then using Lemma 3.4, we see that 
III+ Tll = // II+ TI I/ = III+ ITI /I = 1 + II ITI 11 = 1 + IITII. 
If E is an AL-space, then E’ is a Dedekind complete AM-space with unit. 
In addition, the adjoint operator T’: E’ + E’ is positive if T is positive and 
disjoint from the identity operator on E’ if T is disjoint from the identity 
operator on E. (The last conclusion follows from the fact that the linear 
isometry S H S’ from L(E) into L( E’) is a lattice isometry; see [3, 
Theorem 5.11, p. 653.) So, the preceding case yields 
/II+ TII = III’+ T’II = 1 + IlT’I) = 1 + IIT(l,. u 
Lemma 3.7 is, of course, false for non-atomic L,-spaces with 1 < p < OS. 
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For instance, if we consider the rank-one operator T: L,[O, l] + L,[O, 1 ] 
defined by Tf = (s: & f(x) d x e, where e is the constant function one, ) 
then T is positive, compact, and disjoint from the identity and (since 
11 TII = 1 is not an eigenvalue) it fails to satisfy-by Corollary 2.5-the 
Daugavet equation. 
The final lemma of this section completes the proof of Theorem 3.2. 
LEMMA 3.8. If E is either an atomless AL-space or an atomless Dedekind 
complete AM-space with unit and T: E + E is a weakly compact operator, 
then T is disjoint from the identity operator-and hence it satisfies the 
Daugavet equation. 
ProoJ: Let T: E + E be a weakly compact operator. Assume first that 
E is an atomless Dedekind complete AM-space with unit. Then, by [18], 
we know that the modulus 1 TI of T is a weakly compact operator.’ Now 
from the inequality 0 <I A ITI < I TI and [3, Theorem 17.10, p. 2891, we 
see that I A I TI is a weakly compact multiplication operator. By 
Lemma 3.6, we infer that I A 1 TI = 0. 
Next, assume that E is an atomless AL-space. Since E has order con- 
tinuous norm, it follows from Lemma 3.5 that the norm dual E’ is an 
atomless Dedekind complete AM-space with unit. Moreover, T’: E’ + E’ is 
a weakly compact operator and so, by the preceding case, we have 
’ Using K. D. Schmidt’s proof in [18] one can actually show that-in this case-the 
modulus 171 of T admits a factorization of the form 
with S a positive weakly compact operator and P a positive projection. 
The projection P is an arbitrary positive extension of the identity operator I: E + E to 
P: E” -+ E. (Since E majorizes E” at least one such positive extension always exists [3, 
Theorem 2.8, p. 261). The operator S: E+ E” is the restriction of the weakly compact 
operator ] T”] : E” + E” to E. The weak compactness of 1 T”] can be established as follows: 
Since E’ is an AL-space and the operator T’: E’ + E’ is weakly compact, its modulus 
operator ] T’] : E’ + E’ is also weakly compact [3, Theorem 14.14, p. 2921. Now note that (in 
view of [3, Theorem 5.11, p. 651) IT”] = IT’]’ holds, and so IT”] is weakly compact. 
To see that ] ‘f] = P IT”] holds, let x E E + be fixed. If y E E satisfies ]yl < X, then from Ty = 
T”y<]T”]x, we get Ty=PTy<PIT”.xeE, and so ]T]x=sup{Ty:y~E and ]yJ$x}< 
P IT”) x, where the supremum is taken in E. On the other hand, if X” E E” satisfies lx”] <x, 
then (by [3, Lemma 11.12, p. 1691) there exists a net {xX} of the closed interval [-x,x] such 
that X, o(E”‘E’) P x”. Therefore, from T”x, = TX, < 1 T] X, we get T”x” < I Tl x and so I T”( x = 
sup{ T”x”: x” E E” and lx”] < x} < 1 T] X, where the supremum is now taken in the double dual 
E”. Thus, PIT”Ix<P~~x=)7j. X, and the desired equality ITI x = P I T”l x follows. 
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I’ A 1 T’I = 0. Now using that the adjoint mapping SH S’ is a lattice 
isometry [3, Theorem 5.11, p. 651, we see that 
(IA ITI)‘=Z’ A (TI’=Z’ A IT’1 =o, 
and so Z A I TI = 0 holds in this case too. 1 
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